
           
 

  
  

 
February 23, 2016 
 
The Honorable Senator Les Seiler 
Chairman, Judiciary Committee 
Nebraska Legislature 
Room #1103 
P.O. Box 94604 
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 
  

Re: Opposition to LB1072, Fair Repair Act 
 
Dear Chairperson Seiler and Members of the Committee: 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on LB 1072, the Fair Repair Act.  As drafted the 
signatories of this letter stand opposed to this legislation. Please find outlined below specific 
concerns raised by this legislation as it seeks government regulation of the relationship between 
original equipment manufacturers and equipment repair facilities.   
 

I. “Fair Repair” Legislation is Misnamed and Does not Address an Actual 
Problem 
We believe that solutions must be tailored to actual problems. A variety of market-
based repair options currently exist that provide consumers with choice and 
competition, and are inherently fair. “Fair Repair” legislation assumes that this is not 
the case, which is inaccurate and therefore misnamed. We begins this letter by 
analyzing whether the three most prominent issues put forth by proponents of 
unauthorized repair are, in fact, problems that require a solution: 

1. Can consumers currently choose who repairs their devices? 
2. Can independent repair shops become authorized repair facilities for 

manufacturers? 
3. Are manufacturers prohibiting consumers from repairing their devices? 

 
A. Yes, Consumers CAN Choose Who Repairs Their Devices.  

Thousands of authorized repair facilities across the country compete for consumer 
business and those in Nebraska are no different. Consumers have the right to take 
their devices to a repair shop of their choosing. This consumer choice is a hallmark 
of the technology industry.  
 

B. Yes, Manufacturers DO Empower Independent Repair Shops to Become 
Authorized Repair Facilities.  



 

Manufacturers have instructions and programs on how independent repair facilities 
can apply to become authorized repair facilities. While each manufacturer has its 
own criteria and the capabilities of repair facilities vary greatly, manufacturers do 
want to ensure that authorized repairs are available.1 After all, if a manufacturer’s 
brand and warranty are to stand behind repair work and assume product liability, it is 
only reasonable that the repair facility demonstrate competency and reliability.  

 

C. Yes, Manufacturers Do “Permit” Repairs. Manufacturers provide repair shops 
tools and training to become authorized for repairs. This benefits both the repair 
shop and manufacturers. Think of the classic example of the Maytag repairman – the 
ability to have your purchase repaired was a selling point that remains true today. 
 

II. Rebutting Concerns Raised by Proponents of Unauthorized Repair 
 
We firmly believe that claims about the problems with repair are overstated, as 
outlined above and provide additional information regarding issues that may be 
raised by proponents of LB 1072. 
 
A. Manufacturers Do Not Control Equipment Post-Purchase. 

Despite claims by some, manufacturers do not control equipment post-purchase. 
Consumers are free to open and adjust their devices, though doing so may void 
their warranties. Consumers should also be aware that repairs conducted without 
appropriate training could damage or otherwise affect the operation or 
performance of a product. 
 
Manufacturers include these warranty requirements to maintain product quality 
and safety assurances. To that end, manufacturers require that repairs involving 
highly-integrated devices that continue to carry that manufacturer’s brand be 
handled only by trained and authorized repair facilities to ensure that a product is 
properly repaired and maintained. That said, there is nothing prohibiting a 
consumer from choosing to go elsewhere for a repair. 
 

B. Understanding Manufacturer Responsibility Post-Purchase 
 

• Manufacturer liability does not end for the manufacturer once the 
product is sold. Numerous safety and environmental laws at the federal 
and state level subject manufacturers to regulatory actions and to legal 
challenge by plaintiff’s attorneys long after a product is sold. 

 
• Manufacturers do not seek to remove the ability of owners to 

customize, repair or sell their devices but believe disclosure to 
consumers is vital. Industry believes that it is imperative that products last 
far beyond the first sale, making their way onto the second, third and fourth-
hand markets.  However, we believe that subsequent owners should have a 

                                                           
1 These links provide Nebraska locations authorized to repair equipment:  

https://locate.apple.com 

http://www8.hp.com/us/en/store-finder/find.do?bs=SR4&type=authorized 

http://support-us.samsung.com/cyber/locator/asc_locator.jsp  

 

 



 

right to know if a previous owner directed that device to a repair shop 
operating outside the authority of the manufacturer whose brand still 
appears on that device. Unlike more component-based products like 
automobiles, which have a long tradition of independent repair and 
aftermarket upgrades, many electronic devices are highly integrated units. 
Because the vast majority of repairs to consumer electronics are done by 
repair facilities authorized by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), 
consumers have come to expect that even previously owned devices were 
likely repaired under manufacturer supervision. Without a method for 
disclosing unauthorized repairs these laws could inadvertently undermine 
the market value of all used devices. 

 

• Consumers obtaining used products in the secondary market should 
be able to quickly and easily tell if their highly integrated electronic 
device (e.g., a tablet or medical device) has undergone repair and 
improvements by any business other than the OEM or its authorized 
agent. Unlike in the automobile industry where a component-based 
aftermarket is common, the vast majority of consumers acquiring used 
electronic devices expect no one other than the manufacturer or their 
authorized repair shops have altered the devices’ inner workings. Moreover, 
many unauthorized repairs and “improvements” would be invisible to the 
consumer. This means consumers may unwittingly purchase a device 
whose manufacturer can no longer vouch for the performance of that 
product. To that end, any time that a repair occurs to a highly-integrated 
electronic device by a non-authorized source, a mechanism should be 
identified and regulations should ensure consumers are made aware the 
device has been managed by an unauthorized repair/improvement shop and 
has been modified outside the control of the OEM, the warranty may be void 
and liability related to the repair is assumed by the unauthorized repairer 
and the owner – and subsequent owners – of the device. 

 
C. Repair Legislation, if any, Must be Narrowly Tailored. Repair requirements 

should be narrowly targeted to minimize unintended consequences. Proponents 
of unauthorized repair mandates claim that “ownership is ownership” regardless 
of the product and that all different product manufacturers should face the same 
requirements. However, if a legislative repair mandate includes every product 
that uses electricity via a battery or cord, even medical device manufacturers 
would have to make all relevant repair assets available to anyone to make 
repairs on medical equipment – whether they were qualified or not. 
 

D. The Proposed Repair Legislation Threatens Quality, Safety and Introduced 
Liability Risks. Manufacturers have strong concerns about the safety of the 
servicer who may cause themselves or others harm by doing certain repairs 
without proper training. There is also concern about the consumer whose 
personal property and safety can be endangered by repairs that are done 
improperly. The legislative proposal could result in unintentional adverse impacts 
on the intended beneficiary – the consumer. Improper repairs may also endanger 
networks and peripheral equipment that may be connected to a repaired device, 
causing additional harm, safety issues and potential liability exposure. 
 



 

Currently and historically, many electronics are produced as highly-integrated 
devices (as opposed to more component-based products, such as automobiles) 
and therefore not made to be dismantled unless done so by properly trained 
personnel. The proposals by the proponents of unauthorized repair would allow 
anyone and everyone to open their own repair shop for highly-integrated devices 
and be entitled to all relevant disassembly documentation, schematics, 
diagnostic tools, firmware corrects and service parts without any quality or safety 
review by any manufacturer or government agency – a very risky proposition for 
untrained repair shop personnel and consumers, as well as a significant liability 
exposure and risk for all parties involved. What liability would the original 
equipment manufacturer bear for unauthorized repairs done with manufacturer-
provided tools that are done incorrectly so that the device is vulnerable to 
security breaches? Or when a device repaired poorly by an authorized repair 
facility starts a fire, or a consumer is injured by coming in contact with an 
electrical current? Under the proposed legislation, what limits on liability would be 
set for original equipment manufacturers and their suppliers for repairs and 
improvements done incorrectly by unauthorized repairers? Also, what 
assurances would be provided that unauthorized repairers would be able to 
compensate consumers for repairs and improvements that result in a loss of 
property, limb or life? 
 

E. The Proposed Repair Legislation Weakens Warranties. The legislation would 
have a significant impact on existing manufacturer warranty, repair and 
preplacement policies. 
 
For example, if the law enables unqualified independent repair shops to fix 
products that are still under warranty (and there is absolutely no qualification 
process for the beneficiaries of these proposals), then several potential legal 
concerns arise for the product manufacturer and the digital electronic product 
owner. 
 

• Did the product owner who hired the unqualified independent repair shop 
know they were operating outside of the manufacturer-supported warranty 
repair network? Some consumers may inadvertently void their warranty by 
taking the device to an unauthorized repair shop. 

• What obligation would the unauthorized repair facility have to notify 
consumers that allowing them to repair or improve a product might void the 
manufacturer’s warranty? 

• How will consumers be protected in regard to enforcing implied and express 
warranties and assurances with services provided by an unauthorized repair 
business? 

 
If Nebraska goes down this path, then unauthorized repair facilities might be 
required to post that they are not authorized by manufacturers and provide clear 
notice that manufacturer warranties may be voided. 
 
Existing warranties were drafted by manufacturers who assumed their diagnostic 
information would only be available to authorized repair facilities. Any changes to 
this understanding could have unanticipated consequences undermining existing 
warranties. 
 



 

F. Other Possible Unintended Consequences 
We understand that non-authorized repair shops may want access to confidential 
and proprietary information from the supply chain to help their own businesses, 
but these proposals could invalidate the contracts, investments, employment and 
the hard work of authorized repair shops by allowing unauthorized repair shops 
to circumvent required training and compliance provisions established by 
manufacturers. 
 
Without the training and vetting of authorized service providers – implemented 
through enforceable legal contracts that ensure compliance and accountability 
that protect consumers – manufacturers would not be able to stand behind their 
work, warranties, technical support, ongoing training and business support. 
 
Manufacturers have invested heavily in their brands and have gone to 
extraordinary lengths to try to maintain the quality of the device carrying that 
brand, not only when sold to the consumer but for subsequent owners as well. 
Brand reputation is at risk for faulty repairs done by unauthorized repair shops 
using repair assets provided by the manufacturer – if not for that owner, then for 
subsequent owners who will not know of unauthorized repair attempts. 
 

G. Concern About Proprietary Information 
Given the breadth of what must be provided and maintained in a public manner – 
all diagnostics, tools, service parts, documentation and updates to embedded 
software – it is likely that some information would be proprietary and protection of 
intellectual property could be compromised. Providing unauthorized repair 
facilities with access to proprietary information without the contractual protections 
and provisions currently in place between OEMs and authorized service 
providers like those currently operating in Nebraska places OEMs, suppliers, 
distributor and repair networks and many other companies and significant 
numbers of jobs in Nebraska and elsewhere at risk. And even though the law 
would not require the manufacturer to share trade secrets, the breadth and depth 
of the technical information and tools required in this bill would greatly increase 
the ability for anyone posing as a repair shop or “owner” of a “digital electronic 
product” to reverse engineer such products – including specialized business and 
other industrial machinery. 
 

III. Summary 
Undue Burden:  Ironically, this bill could have the unintended result of placing a 
significant burden on manufacturers and hinder their ability to support their products 
effectively. For example, it is possible that manufacturers would be inundated with 
requests for information, updates, repair and test features, clarifications, support 
requests, etc. (in the same manner as provided to manufacturer-authorized service 
centers) from inexperienced unauthorized repair facilities. This is, in turn, would harm 
consumers and the system of authorized and unauthorized suppliers that depend on 
them. 
 
Harm to Nebraska Businesses:  We understand that non-authorized repair shops want 
to access confidential and proprietary information from the supply chain to help their own 
businesses, but this proposal could undermine the investment, training and hard work 
that authorized repair shops across Nebraska have made in building their businesses by 
allowing unauthorized repair shops to circumvent training and compliance provisions 



 

established by manufacturers. Essentially this proposal would pit local businesses 
against other local businesses. 
 
Lack of Consumer Protection:  Authorized service providers are required to meet a set 
of training, quality and business assurance standards that are implemented through 
enforceable legal contracts. These contracts ensure compliance and accountability that 
protect the consumer, the authorized service provider and its employees, as well as the 
manufacturer. Without such contracts and assurances, and in the absence of any 
protections provided in the proposal, all parties would be left exposed and have little or 
no commercial or legal recourse. 

 
Finally, many manufacturers have invested heavily to develop their products, businesses 
and brands. Many have gone to extraordinary lengths to maintain quality and provide 
access to global networks of local and regional businesses to provide effective and 
efficient service options for their customers. While we support the ability of consumers to 
freely repair their devices, we do not believe that state mandated disclosure of IP, 
access to supply chains, or state takings away from authorized repair shops as 
proposed in LB 1072 is the route to take. Therefore, we urge you to oppose passage of 
LB 1072. 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Walter Alcorn     Alexi Madon 
Vice President, Environmental Affairs &  Director, State Government Affairs – MW  
Industry Sustainability    Computing Technology Industry Association 
Consumer Technology Association 
 
 
 
 
Lisa McCabe     Carl Szabo 
Director, State Legislative Affairs  Policy Counsel 
CITA-The Wireless Association  NetChoice  
 

 
 
CC:  Senator Ernie Chambers 

Senator Colby Coash 
Senator Laura Ebke 
Senator Bob Krist 
Senator Adam Morfeld 
Senator Patty Pansing Brooks 
Senator Matt Williams 
   
 

 


